INFORMAL and UNOFFICIAL graphic illustration of the Focal Point de-listing process

This flowchart aims to provide a visual guide to the Focal Point de-listing process outlined in the Annex to Security Council resolution 1730 (2006) and pursuant to relevant Committee practice.

Petitioner transmits DL request to FP

- new request?
  - Yes: Petitioner transmits DL request to FP
  - No: additional information?
    - Yes: Petitioner transmits DL request to FP
    - No: FP returns DL request to petitioner

FP acknowledges receipt, informs petitioner on procedure

- RS review DL request (initially 3 months)
  - One or more RS oppose(s) DL request*
    - Yes: RS review DL request
    - No: FP forwards DL request to RS

FP forwards DL request to RS

- One or more RS indicate(s) that it/they require(s) an additional definite period of time
  - No: RS review DL request
  - Yes: RS oppose(s) DL request

RS反对s DL request*

- FP informs Cttee and provides copies of DL request; members are encouraged to share information supporting the request with RS
  - RS recommends DL, accompanied by an explanation; either through FP or directly*
    - No: Chairman of the Cttee circulates under NOP
    - Yes: Petitioner remains on list

Chairman of the Cttee circulates under NOP

- objection?
  - Yes: Petitioner remains on list
  - No: DL granted

Sharing of information with the RS in support of the DL request by a member of the Cttee, which leads to a recommendation to de-list

- No: Petitioner remains on list
- Yes: Chairman circulates under NOP

Chairman circulates under NOP

- objection?
  - Yes: Petitioner remains on list
  - No: DL granted

Petitioner remains on list

Any member of Cttee recommend DL to Chairman, after consultation with DG and accompanied by an explanation?

- Yes: Chairman circulates under NOP
- No: Petitioner remains on list

Chairman circulates under NOP

- objection?
  - Yes: Petitioner remains on list
  - No: DL granted

Petitioner remains on list

Petitioner remains on list

Acronyms

Cttee Committee
DG designating government(s)
DL de-listing
FP Focal Point for De-listing
GC government(s) of citizenship
GR government(s) of residence
NOP no-objection procedure
Petitioner listed individual, group, undertaking, entity
RS reviewing states (designating government(s), government(s) of citizenship, government(s) of residence)

* In some cases, RS have both recommended and opposed a DL request; in these instances, the respective Cttees took a decision on how to proceed.